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State-Level MET IGNITE-18 Fest: A Resounding Success

The Department of Information Technology at MET's IOE organized the state-level

student fest "MET IGNITE-18" in September 2018. The event was held during

Engineers Week, and was managed by the IT department's student association,

UNITY. Over 301 students from across Maharashtra participated in both technical

and non-technical events. The event was a huge success, with technical events

like Placement Practices, and non-technical events like Find a Way, PubG, BFF

Test, Photo Mania, Win it in Minute and Ball Out. The Placement Practices event

was sponsored by the Profound Academy, as well as Softcrowd Technologies, U &

Me Coffee & Pizza, and Peoples Tree. The event was judged by eminent individuals,

and winners were awarded prizes worth 55,000/-. The organizing committee was

led by Prof. Namita R. Kale as the Convener, Prof. Ratan Deokar as the Event

Organizer, and Prof. Kishor M. Mahale as the UNITY Coordinator. Mr. Abhishek

Talekar & Mr. Hrishikesh Dhangare served as the Student Coordinators, and all the

department staff were committee members and Heads for the different events.

The event was an excellent platform for students to showcase their skills and

talents, and it will be remembered as a memorable experience for everyone

involved.

The event provided a unique opportunity for students to engage with their peers

and network with industry professionals. Students were able to apply the skills

they learned in the classroom to real-world scenarios, and gain valuable

experience in their respective fields. The technical events tested the students'

knowledge and proficiency in various areas such as coding, networking, and web

development. The non-technical events encouraged students to think creatively,

work in teams, and develop their leadership skills. The event was not only

informative and educational, but also fun and entertaining. The participants had a

great time competing with each other, and bonding over their shared passion for

technology. The success of "MET IGNITE-18" has inspired the IT department at

MET's IOE to continue organizing similar events in the future, and provide

students with even more opportunities to learn, grow, and succeed.
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